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China Slaps 25% Tariff on U.S. Pork
China imposes tariffs on $3 billion worth of U.S. imports including pork,
counteracting the Trump’s administration’s move to slap tariffs on steel and
aluminum imports.
The Customs Tariff Commission of the State Council has decided to impose a
tariff of 15% on 120 items of products imported from the U.S. including fruits
and related products, and a tariff of 25% on eight items of imports including
pork and related products from the country, according to a statement posted
on the ministry website.
The National Pork Producers Council (NPPC) warned last month that the
measures would have a significant negative impact on rural America. The U.S.
pork industry sold $1.1 billion worth of products to China last year.
Regardless of worldwide objections, the U.S. administration decided to
impose a 25% tariff on steel imports and a 10% tariff on aluminum, with tariffs
on imports from countries including China. The U.S. measure went into effect
on March 23 although in violation of World Trade Organization’s rules.
China’s Ministry of Commerce says in its statement that those exemptions
“seriously violate” WTO rules and the move is to protect China’s interest using
WTO rules.
“In order to protect China’s interests and balance the losses caused by the
United States’ imposed tariffs (i.e., 232 measures) on imported steel and
aluminum products to China’s interests, the Customs Tariff Commission of
the State Council has decided to suspend duty concessions on certain
imported products originating in the United States,” the State Council
Customs Tariff Commission says.
The tariff on 128 products ranging from pork to steel pipes will go into effect
April 2, China announced late-Sunday, April 1st.

Statement of NPPC CEO Neil Dierks on China’s Tariffs on U.S.
Pork:
We are disappointed that China has placed an additional 25 percent tariff on
U.S. pork exports.
Exports are extremely critical to the financial well-being of our producers.
Over the past 10 years, the United States, on average, has been the top
exporter of pork in the world, and we’re the lowest-cost producer. In any
given year, we export pork to more than 100 nations, and those exports
support 110,000 American jobs. Last year, nearly $6.5 billion of U.S. pork
was exported, which was more than 26 percent of U.S. pork production.
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Presidents Message – D.M. Lopes
Welcome Aboard Aaron Prinz
As reported in the last publication of the Pork Report, Aaron Prinz,
Swine Manager for UC Davis, will be filling the board member
position recently vacated by James Backman. I had the pleasure of
speaking with Aaron about his background at a recent college
livestock show. He has had a variety of experiences in the pork
industry, ranging from youth show projects where he was raised in
Southern California to positions working on large scale commercial
hog units in the Mid-West. He possesses a strong industry background
and is passionate about pork. We look forward to having Aaron on our
team.
Thank You to CDFA and Fresno State
I would like to formally express my gratitude to the California
Department of Food & Agriculture and the Fresno State Animal
Science Department for hosting an excellent California Livestock
Judges’ Conference in late March. Special thanks goes to Fresno State
faculty members Dr. Randy Perry, John Cordeiro, Dr. Amanda
McKeith, Dr. John Henson, and Brad Mendes. Their efforts were
complimented by the many expert guest judges and speakers who
assisted with the program, including Ryan Person, Shane Geist, Matt
Leo, Mike Hall, David Downs, Nick Warntjes, James Backman, John
Mendes, Pat Ariaz, Jim Brem, Brady Otto, Russell McKeith, and Mike
Bradley.
The program was top-notch. In addition to sessions devoted to
evaluating live animals (beef cattle, sheep, meat goats, and swine) and
their carcasses, there were forums to discuss fair weight ranges for
market animals, showmanship judging, professional conduct, market
ready standards, and other timely topics. It is the intention of the
event organizers to conduct this event about once every 3 years (as
had been done in the past). Don’t miss the next one!
Youth Program Application Deadlines
The application deadlines for the following youth programs are fast
approaching.




Junior Director Program – Deadline is June 1, 2018
Bill Silveira Scholarship – Deadline is June 1, 2018
Golden Opportunity Scholarship – Deadline is July 1, 018

Please encourage young pork enthusiasts to apply for these programs!
For applications and more details, go to our website at
www.calpork.com.
Annual CPPA Membership Meeting
A reminder to mark your calendars for the 2018 Annual Membership
Meeting & Banquet which will be held on June 16th at the Merced
County Fairgrounds (in conjunction with the CPPA Junior Pork
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Spectacular event). The new venue promises to feature a much cooler and more comfortable environment than
we experienced at last year’s meeting. We will also be making some adjustments to the schedule to allow for a
briefer and more concise program. To view a tentative agenda, click on www.calpork.com/annualmembership-meeting/. Please register by June 11th.
Next Board Meeting
The next CPPA Board Meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, May 22nd in Modesto. If you have any matters that you
would like to have brought to the board’s attention, please contact Erica, myself, or another board member.
Our contact information can be found at our website www.calpork.com. Click on About Us, then Board and
Staff for a listing of board members. Then click on Producer Directory for the contact information.

CPPA Member News & Information
2018 Pork Spectacular Moves to Merced
Date: June 16 – 17, 2018
Location: Merced County Fairgrounds
Entry Deadline: June 1st
Pork Spectacular features both a gilt show and barrow show, each with
breed divisions to support youth raising breeding and market hogs
along with a California Bred and Fed Division that showcases hogs
purchased from California hog breeders.
Show schedule and entry forms are available at www.calpork.com.

CPPA Annual Meeting & Pork Spectacular Banquet is June 16th
Location: Merced County Fairgrounds, 900 Martin Luther King Jr. Way, Merced, CA 95341
The evening will feature a pork dinner, updates from the National Pork Board, and your CPPA Board.

Tentative Schedule
6:00 pm – 6:30 pm
6:30 pm – 6:45 pm
6:45 pm – 7:45 pm
7:45 pm – 8:00 pm
8:00 pm – 8:15 pm
8:15 pm – 8:30 pm

Social Gathering
Welcome & Introductions
Pork Dinner & National Pork Board Update – Ernie Barnes
Award Presentations
Board Update & Member Discussion
Pig-in-a-Poke Auction

Deadline to sign-up for the banquet is June 11th.

Changes to CPPA California State Fair Open Breeding Swine Sale
To enhance the quality of the CPPA Breeding Swine Sale held during Open State Fair, the Board of Directors
has implemented the following changes effective this year:
Exhibitors are limited to four (4) sale entries, of which no more than two (2) can be boars.
For questions, please contact the CPPA office at (916) 447-8950 or info@calpork.com.
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Legislative Update
Public Hearing Held on San Francisco’s Antibiotic Ordinance
Last month, California’s Department of the Environment held a public hearing in San
Francisco on the implementation of the Antibiotic Use in Food Animals Ordinance signed on Oct. 24, 2017, and
effective Nov. 23, 2017. The ordinance requires 120 large grocery retailers in San Francisco to report annually
on antibiotics used in meat sold in their stores. Witnesses at the hearing countered those who support the
measure by noting the unintended consequences of the ordinance. Diane Sullivan, an anti-hunger advocate,
cited existing federal regulations that already ensure food safety and responsible antibiotic use and expressed
concern about increased food costs caused by unwarranted regulations like this in a city where one in four
struggle with food insecurity. A representative from the California Farm Bureau testified that responsible
antibiotic use is a priority for agriculture and that healthy animals lead to decreases in food borne illnesses. The
California Grocers’ Association said adherence to the ordinance would be a challenge since grocers do not have
the ability to compel information from producers.

CPPA & NPPC Submit Comments to Keep Food Affordable in San Francisco
NPPC submitted comments this week to San Francisco’s Department of the Environment regarding its
implementation of the Antibiotic Use in Food Animals Ordinance signed on Oct. 24, 2017, and effective Nov.
23, 2017. The ordinance requires large grocery retailers in San Francisco to report annually on antibiotics used
in meat sold in their stores. The comments addressed the many flaws of the ordinance, including a lack of clear
evidence demonstrating that antibiotic use in food animals poses a risk to consumers, failure to recognize
existing federal regulations for antibiotic use in food animals and the likelihood that it will cause significant
consumer confusion by advancing misleading information. NPPC concluded in its comments that the
ordinance will not accomplish its stated goals and will ultimately raise food prices for consumers. Click here to
read the comments in full.

U.S., South Korea Finalized Renegotiated FTA; Lighthizer Optimist on NAFTA
In late March, the United States and South Korea announced they’ve reach agreement on a renegotiated KoreaU.S. Free Trade Agreement (KORUS). NPPC is very pleased with the outcome of the negotiations. Under the
terms of the renegotiated deal, agriculture is not impacted and U.S. pork will continue to flow to South Korea
with no tariff. Last year, the U.S. shipped $475 million of pork to South Korea – a 30 percent increase over
2016 – making it the No. 5 U.S. pork export market. President Trump said final execution of the agreement
may be delayed until pending nuclear arms talks with North Korea are seen to be progressing in a positive
direction. While not impacting agriculture, the renegotiated deal addresses vehicle exports between the
countries and establishes a quota for South Korean steel exports to the United States. The Asian nation remains
exempt from tariffs the Trump administration recently imposed on steel and aluminum imports. In other trade
news, U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer this week voiced optimism about efforts to renegotiate the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), telling CNBC, “I think we are making progress. I think that
all three parties want to move forward; we have a short window, because of elections and things beyond our
control. But if there’s a real effort made to try to close out and to compromise ... I’m optimistic that we can get
something done in principle in the next little bit.” NPPC continues to urge the Trump administration to
maintain zero-duty market access for U.S. pork exports to Mexico and Canada and to caution that a U.S.
withdraw from NAFTA would cost the pork industry $1.5 billion. The eighth round of negotiations on the
agreement is tentatively scheduled for early next month.
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Legislative Update
NPPC Welcomes New Market for U.S. Pork
Under an export certificate recently negotiated between the two countries, the United
States now can ship pork to Paraguay. Last month, USDA concluded talks with its Paraguay counterparts on
the export certificate, which will allow the shipment of U.S. fresh, frozen, processed and thermally
processed/commercially sterile pork and pork products. While the South American country is a modest
consumer of pork, there is potential for U.S. pork export growth to its nearly 6.9 million people, who have a per
capita income greater than, for example, the Philippines and Vietnam, two large pork-consuming nations.

NPPC Releases ‘Why We Farm’ Video
NPPC has released “Why We Farm the Way We Do,” a video designed to educate policymakers and other
stakeholders about modern U.S. pork production practices. The video, which features pork producers from
around the country can be viewed at - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jreh3I8fD3o&feature=youtu.be.

DOT Issues Favorable Interpretation of ELD Exemption
The Department of Transportation’s Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) has released a
favorable and broad interpretation of the omnibus spending bill provision addressing the Electronic Logging
Device mandate, stating, “Livestock (as defined in 49 CFR 395.2) and insect haulers are not required to comply
with the ELD rule for the duration of the fiscal 2018 appropriations bill, which runs through Sept. 30, and any
subsequent continuing resolutions.” Last month, the president signed $1.3 trillion federal spending bill that
provided for a delay in the mandate. NPPC has advocated for the exemption until rules tailored for the unique
animal welfare requirements of the U.S. pork industry are established.

U.S. Hog Inventory Up 3 Percent
USDA's National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) published the quarterly U.S. hog and pig count on
March 29th. All categories posted year-over-year increases. The U.S. inventory of all hogs and pigs on March 1
was 72.9 million head. This was up 3 percent from March 2017, but down 1 percent from December 1, 2017.
Breeding inventory, at 6.20 million head, was up 2 percent from last year, and up slightly from the previous
quarter. Market hog inventory, at 66.7 million head, was up 3 percent from last year, but down 1 percent from
last quarter.
To read the full report go to – https://www.nass.usda.gov.

USDA Completes Withdrawal of Organic Rule
The Government Accountability Office last week announced that the USDA Agricultural Marketing Service’s
withdrawal of the Organic Livestock and Poultry Practices Rule, late last year, followed all rule-making
procedures. NPPC advocated against the rule, which would have incorporated into the National Organic
Program welfare standards that were not based on science and that were outside the scope of the Organic Food
Production Act of 1990. The act limited consideration of livestock as organic to feeding and medication
practices. In opposing the rule, NPPC raised a number of problems with the regulation, including animal and
public health concerns and the fact that animal production practices have nothing to do with the basic concept
of “organic.” NPPC also cited the complexity the standards would have added to the organic certification
process, creating significant barriers to existing and new organic producers. In withdrawing the rule, USDA
determined the regulation exceeded the agency’s authority – something NPPC pointed out in comments on the
rule – and that it would have had a greater economic impact on farmers than originally estimated.
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Your participation in the Strategic Investment
Program allows the National Pork Producers
Council and state organizations to enhance and
defend your opportunities to compete at home
and abroad.

National Pork
Producers Council

Strategic
Investment
Program

Mandatory
Pork
Checkoff

Negotiate for fair trade (import/export)
Fight for reasonable legislation
Fight for reasonable regulation
Inform and educate legislators
Provide producers direct access to
lawmakers
Proactive issues management with media
Secure and guide industry research
funding
Enhance domestic and global demand
Provide producer information and
education
Funding

$0.10/$100

$0.40/$100

YOUR VOLUNTARY INVESTMENT IS NPPC’S PRIMARY SOURCE OF FUNDING;
CHECKOFF DOLLARS CANNOT BE USED FOR PUBLIC POLICY FUNDING.

The National Pork Producers
Council (NPPC) conducts
public policy outreach on
behalf of its 44 affiliated state
association members
enhancing opportunities for
the success of U.S. pork
producers and other industry
stakeholders by establishing
the U.S. pork industry as a
consistent and responsible
supplier of high quality pork
to the domestic and world
market.
NPPC is primarily funded
through the Strategic
Investment Program (SIP), a
voluntary producer
investment of $.10 per $100
of value that funds state and
national public policy and
regulatory programs on
behalf of U.S. pork
producers.
For more information on
NPPC, visit www.nppc.org

NPPC Supports Reauthorization of ‘ADUFA’
NPPC Programs

PorkPAC – The political action committee of NPPC. The mission is to educate and support candidates at the
state and federal levels.
Legislative Education Action Development Resource (LEADR) – If you’re not telling your story,
someone else will! Your voice is needed in the halls of your state capital and in Washington, D.C.
Pork Leadership Institute – The Pork Leadership Institute combines the National Pork Board’s leadership
program (Pork Leadership Academy) with the NPPC’s PLI.
Swine Veterinarians – The U.S. pork industry is under mounting criticism from opponents of modern farm
animal production methods.
Internships – The NPPC Washington Internship Program is designed to give young leaders experience in
U.S. agricultural policy – legislative, political and regulatory – at the federal level.
U.S. Farmers & Ranchers Alliance – The National Pork Producers Council is proud to serve as a board
participant on the U.S. Farmers & Ranchers Alliance (USFRA).
We Care – As a united group, pork producers adopted a formal set of ethical principles that outline the
industry’s values and define how producers represent the industry every day on farms across America.
CALIFORNIA PORK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
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2017: A Good Year for Pork Demand
By Steve Meyer, economist with Kerns and Associates
While exports deservedly were lauded at every turn in 2017 as the driver of good times for U.S. pork producers,
domestic demand was having a quiet but solid year.
Real per capita expenditures (RPCE), a
measure of demand, got off to a rough start
in 2017. At the end of February, the RPCE
for pork trailed its year-earlier level by
nearly 9 percent. However, pork RPCE
exceeded year-earlier levels in seven
subsequent months, finishing the year less
than 1 percent down from the overall 2016
level.
A year-on-year figure with a minus sign
isn’t acceptable to anyone, but given the
excellent pork demand levels of the past
few years, staying close was a victory.
Pork demand was the clear winner among
the major meat/poultry species in 2017, finishing the year with a RPCE just 0.4 percent behind the 2016 level.
Beef RPCE ended the year 1.1 percent lower than a year ago while chicken RPCE was down 1.7 percent.
U.S. consumers spent $190.05 in year-2014 dollars per person on pork last year. That compares to $190.82 in
2016 and 2015’s record level of $197.46. Those figures compare to annual RPCEs in the high $160s in 2008
through 2011 when the recession and a “post-Atkins diet” slide took a terrific toll on meat demand in general.
Demand change is measured by comparing both consumption and price to earlier levels. Those factors, of
course, are negatively related, so one must consider the magnitudes of change for both. With only a 0.4 percent
change in RPCE for the year, it is no surprise that both the real retail pork price and per capita consumption
were near 2016 levels.
Pork prices held their own in 2017, declining only 1 percent in spite of record large production and significantly
lower real retail prices for beef (-3.6 percent) and chicken (-3.2 percent). Per capita pork consumption
increased 0.6 percent over 2016 levels as U.S. consumers helped our overseas customers clear the record pork
production.
What Does 2018 Hold?
Look for more of the same but likely with a positive year-on-year RPCE growth figure. The U.S. economy
remains strong. Employment levels continue to grow and the unemployment rate is barely above 4 percent.
More importantly, consumer income levels are beginning to rise, with real per capita personal income growing
nearly 2 percent in November, the last month with available data. Wages are beginning to respond to the tight
labor market.
Inflation will likely increase, but the Federal Reserve will not allow it to get much above 3 percent before taking
action to slow price growth. Lower retail prices for beef and chicken will be the primary negative factors for the
year.
Here’s to a successful 2018 for domestic pork demand!
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Taking on the 3 M’s
Checkoff launches new marketing approach to reach millennial and multicultural consumers
in today’s mobile world.
Imagine what pig farming could be if feed prices were low, U.S. pork export demand was at an all-time high
and domestic pork consumption was strong. What was once fiction is now a true story, yet it’s time for a plot
twist.
“We need to evolve the way we tell the story of how we do what we do,” said Jarrod Sutton, vice president of
domestic marketing for the Pork Checkoff. “That’s why we’re taking a new business-to-business (B2B)
approach.”
The goals?


Take a deep dive into data-driven market research.



Position the National Pork Board team as trusted, knowledgeable consultants to partners throughout
the supply chain.



Enhance the Checkoff’s domestic and international marketing efforts.

“The time is right to pivot from a business-to-consumer approach to a stronger B2B strategy,” said National
Pork Board President Terry O’Neel, Friend, Nebraska.
“Traditional advertising dollars get eaten up quickly today, and we want to get more bang for our Checkoff
buck,” O’Neel said. “As a pork producer, I think this new B2B focus is the right way to go.”
Promoting pork in today’s marketplace is much different than in the 1980s, 1990s and into the early 2000s.
Think back 30 years ago, when the big three networks (NBC, CBS and ABC) still dominated television, with ads
in that era reaching millions of consumers.
“Then came the rise of cable and satellite TV, as well as the growth of the internet,” Sutton said. “As hundreds
of communication channels evolved, markets became increasingly segmented.”
The revolution didn’t stop with telecommunications. The food processing and marketing sectors also
experienced vast changes, including the rise of branded pork products starting in the 2000s.
“As packers and retailers became more strategic in merchandising pork, farmers began questioning the value of
promoting a generic commodity,” Sutton said. “The Checkoff built a lot of equity with the Pork. The Other
White Meat® campaign, but we needed to take things to the next level and embrace a new approach.”
Tracking Digital Clues
The new B2B approach reflects the influence of the key 3 M’s – millennials, multicultural and mobile, each of
which are transforming America’s eating habits.
“Millennials have surpassed baby boomers in numbers and buying power,” Sutton said. “Their eating habits are
different than previous generations, with less focus on center-of-the-plate meat cuts and more on versatility
and flavor. We’re studying what this
means for pork.”
America’s demographics also are
changing with the growing number of
Hispanic consumers. Pork is an
important part of their cultural
heritage, but there’s a catch.
“While many Hispanics love pork,
Hispanic immigrants and their
descendants tend to eat less pork as
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they go through the acculturation process and adopt
American eating habits,” Sutton said. “We want to know
why.”
The Pork Checkoff also is evaluating new ways to help pork
remain relevant in the mobile (digital) realm, especially since
many consumers now turn first to online sources for food
information, recipes and more.
“Whether people are shopping online, posting on social
media or searching for information online, they leave a trail
of digital clues about what’s important to them,” Sutton said.
“We’re using technology to help gather, analyze and share
this information with key partners to help promote pork
more effectively.”
Digging Deep for Facts
To get valuable insights, the Pork Checkoff is undertaking extensive research (page 22), including working with
a firm that specializes in “deep social listening.”
“We want to learn more about what people say on social media about pig farming and pork,” Sutton said. “It’s
important to gather sound, credible information.”
The Pork Checkoff also is investing in new pork market research that starts in March. The comprehensive study
will target more than 8,000 U.S. consumers to better understand what consumers want when it comes to pork.
“We want to know more about everyone from the value consumer who shops at a mega-retailer to the premium
shopper who buys pork from a local artisan meat market,” said Sutton, who added that the Pork Checkoff also
gleans valuable insights from consumer focus groups. “We’re looking for ‘dig sites’ where we can go even
deeper to gain a better understanding of consumers’ needs.”
The Pork Checkoff is well-positioned to interpret the data, use market analytics to separate food fads from food
trends and reveal the pork stories discovered through the research.
“We have great subject-matter experts on our team who can help assess challenges and opportunities for pork,”
Sutton said. “We will share this knowledge with packers, retailers and foodservice professionals to help them
better meet consumer demands.”
It’s All about Insights and Influence
While the Pork Checkoff always has done research, it hasn’t been to the degree planned for 2018 and beyond.
“The game has definitely changed, and we didn’t have as much in-depth market intelligence as we needed for
this new strategy,” O’Neel said. “We’re using technology to help us get this data.”
The Pork Checkoff is investing in a new partnership with Google in 2018 to dig deeper into key online data and
better understand the factors that encourage and prevent consumers from buying pork.
“Our motto is ‘data heavy, assumption light.’ We want to provide a source for every claim we make,” Sutton
said.
This knowledge can help reposition existing pork products such as ham, develop pilot programs for testing new
pork merchandising strategies and spur pork product innovation.
“Research will foster the development of new proprietary content to boost demand for all pork cuts, including
the loin,” Sutton said.
O’Neel agreed, saying, “Using data and algorithms to predict demand is almost like artificial intelligence. It’s a
powerful way to figure out people’s eating behaviors and buying habits so we can position pork more
effectively.”
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Taking on the 3 M’s, cont’d
This in-depth market intelligence is invaluable to food industry influencers. This group is defined by seven
packer/processors and 20 retailers that represent more than three-fourths of U.S. grocery channels and 80 key
foodservice companies.
“It’s all about market insights and influence,” Sutton said. “We want to become trusted consultants who
provide credible information to our supply-chain partners to help them make sound decisions regarding pork.”
Many of these decisions will involve millennials as a key group in which to grow pork demand.
Instilling confidence is essential, Sutton said.
“Our supply-chain partners invest a lot of money in marketing, and they need to get a solid return on their
investment,” Sutton said. “We can help by building a strong case for pork.”
Exports Key Part of Pork’s Story
The benefits of using a B2B approach will extend beyond U.S. borders, with the Pork Checkoff’s ongoing efforts
to enhance international marketing.
“U.S. pork exports aren’t just gravy; they are essential,” said Craig Morris, vice president of international
marketing for the Pork Checkoff. “More than a fourth (26.6 percent) of U.S. pork and variety meats are
exported each year, contributing $53.47 in value per every U.S. market pig.”
This new era started in 1995 when America went from being a net pork importer to a net pork exporter.
Momentum has built since then, and the nation’s pork producers haven’t looked back.
“Last year, U.S. pork exports shattered records, with a record 5.399 billion pounds, valued at $6.486 billion,
exported,” Morris said.
This included more than $1 billion in variety meat exports, with 86 percent headed to Mexico and China (see
page 29)
“Pork variety meats exports are shining stars in sales abroad,” said Morris, who added that variety meats
account for $9.67 of the $53.47 in value that exports add to each U.S. market pig. “In China, they pay more for
many variety meats than for pork loin.”
Keeping U.S. pork exports strong is part of the Pork Checkoff’s new B2B strategy, including a 9 percent
increase in Pork Checkoff funding for export market development (see page 28). Enhancing U.S. pork exports
goes far beyond just competing on price.
“We want to learn more about what customers around the globe want to know about U.S. pork,” Morris said.
“We have a great story to tell and can share more about the We CareSM initiative, including how pig farmers
protect the environment and focus on animal well-being and food safety.”
Answering foreign buyers’ questions and meeting their needs is vital in the ever-changing, competitive
international marketplace. From 2001 to 2014, world pork production increased 34 percent, according to the
U.S. Meat Export Federation.
“With more competition, we need to stay ahead of the curve,” O’Neel said. “And that means learning more
about our export customers and sharing the right kind of information with them, just as we are doing with
domestic consumers.”
Exciting Times Ahead
Understanding the consumers of tomorrow, both abroad and at home, is key to supporting the Pork Checkoff’s
B2B strategy and building on the growth that has defined the pork industry in recent months.
“We’re excited to see where this can lead us,” O’Neel said. “With a new approach, strong pork demand and
great pork products, we’re on the right track to drive profitable growth for producers, as well as our industry
partners.”
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Be
vibrant

Insert BeVibrant AD

Find this recipe for Italian Pork Kabobs with Summer Vegetables and more at

Pork BeInspired.com
©2013 National Pork Board, Des Moines, IA USA.
This message funded by America’s Pork Producers and the Pork Checkoff.
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Understanding the Consumer
Pork Checkoff conducts most extensive research ever to gain insights
Change is constant in the world of food production. Advances in technology have made raising pigs more
efficient and have improved animal welfare. New state-of-the-art processing plants use less energy to produce
more pork.
Change also is happening within our consumer base. The people who put pork on their plate are getting
younger. They’re more diverse. They’re more connected to what’s happening in their neighborhood and across
the globe than ever before.
“But we don’t understand enough about consumer attitudes and behaviors about pork,” said Jarrod Sutton,
vice president of domestic marketing for the Pork Checkoff. “As the National Pork Board transitions to a
business-to-business (B2B) marketing model, it’s important that we understand the full scope of pork
preference and purchasing among U.S. consumers.”
At the center of the first phase of this transition is the most extensive gathering of consumer insights the Pork
Board has undertaken.
“The Pork Checkoff has always done consumer research but never such an extensive project,” said Terry
Wolters, chair of the Checkoff’s Domestic Marketing Committee.
“With the rapidly changing U.S. demographics, we needed to gain a full understanding of shoppers’ habits and
preferences,” said Wolters of Pipestone, Minnesota. “We want to help the industry better position itself for the
future.”
Of particular interest to the Pork Checkoff are the millennial and Hispanic consumer segments.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, millennials – those born from 1982 to 2000 – total 83.1 million people,
or 25 percent of the U.S. population, and outnumber baby boomers. Meanwhile, almost one in five people in
the United States, or 55 million, is Hispanic, the largest ethnic minority.
“To understand future challenges and opportunities for pork domestically, it’s critical to better understand
these key consumer segments,” Sutton said.
With the goal of building a deeper understanding of consumer attitudes and behaviors, the Checkoff began
collecting insights in the fourth quarter of 2017 using data from several sources – online pork conversations,
pork shopping behavior and focus groups.
Social Listening
If you want to figure out someone’s opinion about something, just take a look at what they post on social
media. That’s what the Pork Checkoff did when it teamed with LRW-MotiveQuest to see what people have been
saying about pork.
MotiveQuest looked at conversations on popular blogs, message boards and websites from January 2015
through October 2017.
“We wanted to get an honest, straightforward analysis of how people talk about pork online,” said Patrick
Fleming, director of market intelligence for the Pork Checkoff.
“MotiveQuest looked at conversations, comments and posts about pork and other proteins, and gave us
insights not only about what people were saying but also about which sites and message boards people were
using to talk about pork,” Fleming said. “This provided context to understand how pork and pork products are
being discussed.”
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One finding that wasn’t a surprise when examining online
conversations – everyone talks about bacon. More than 30
percent of online conversations about protein sources are about
pork, and a third of those involve bacon specifically.
“Bacon, sausage and ham are driving the conversation online,”
Sutton said. “When you look at what consumers are talking
about, fresh cuts – chops, loins, roasts – aren’t top of mind.
That’s an area we’re going to dive into to try to understand
opportunities there.”
What’s in Your Cart?
It’s one thing to talk about pork, but sometimes what consumers
say they do doesn’t always match up with their behavior.
To discover what is actually happening at checkouts, the
Checkoff turned to InfoScout, a data analytics company that
enlists shoppers to take pictures of their store receipts and
upload them into InfoScout’s databases. InfoScout looks for
trends based on the shopper’s demographics:





What pork products do they buy?
How often?
What portion size?
What other items do they buy when they buy pork?

“This is an incredibly powerful tool,” Fleming said. “It’s a much
more accurate look at how consumers buy pork, and there’s no
self-editing of any information. We know exactly what’s in
shoppers’ carts when they buy pork.”
For example, InfoScout data discovered that millennial
households with kids skewed more to wholesale clubs, whereas
non-millennial parents skewed slightly to traditional grocery and
retail stores. Older parents often had applesauce in their carts
with pork, whereas millennials bought more frozen breakfast
items.
These insights, according to Fleming, can help identify trends
and opportunities for the Pork Checkoff’s stakeholders.
“There is so much data available to analyze today,” Fleming said.
“The more we know about overall shopping habits, the more we
can identify merchandising and promotional opportunities that
will appeal to specific consumers.”
Focus Groups
In December 2017, the Pork Checkoff conducted eight focus
groups to explore perceptions about pork among key
demographic groups, including “unacculturated” Hispanics (older adults with a strong Spanish-language
preference) and younger, bilingual millennials.
One key finding? “Pork” isn’t a unified meat protein category in the eyes of consumers.
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Understanding the Consumer, cont’d
“Across the board, these groups consistently consider bacon as its own category,” Fleming said. “There is
bacon, fresh pork, ham and sausage. We’re unlike other commodities in that regard.”
With the disconnect, people in the focus groups were unaware of how much pork they were actually eating on a
regular basis. “Once you reminded them that the deli ham they ate on their sandwich, or the sausage and the
pepperoni on their pizza was pork, a light went on with many of them,” Fleming said.
Next Steps
Gathering insights from the three distinctly different research methods will help the Pork Checkoff with the
next phase of research – surveying more than 8,000 U.S. consumers about their buying attitudes, preferences
and behaviors regarding pork.
“We’re excited about the survey work that will begin in early March,” Sutton said. “A typical opinion survey will
sample about 1,000 people. By oversampling, we’re going to take a deep dive into key consumer categories.
We’ll be able to analyze the Hispanic and millennial segments, looking at behaviors and opinions.”
He added, “The survey will be incredibly specific in terms of demographics and geographic locations. The
insights are going to be of tremendous value to food producers, retailers and foodservice companies that we
work with daily, ultimately adding value to pork producers.”

Q&A: A Shift in Strategy
The National Pork Board has been using a business-to-consumer advertising approach for over 30 years, but in
2017 the board voted to switch to a business-to-business consulting strategy.

Q: Why this fundamental change, and why now?
A: The key reason is the changing media landscape. Advertising has changed dramatically since 1987 when

Pork. The Other White Meat® debuted. Back then, it was much easier to reach a broad cross-section of
American consumers. Only three national TV networks existed, cable and satellite TV was not as prolific as it is
now, and radio options were limited to nearby AM and FM radio stations.
Let’s also not forget the internet, social media and smartphones – they’re all game changers, too. In short, the
vast media choices that exist today have fragmented the viewing and listening habits of the consumer.

Q: What about changes to the supply chain?
A: Rapid consolidation also has transformed the supply chain in recent years. Private labels provide
consumers a name-brand experience at lower prices. New players such as Amazon have entered the food
business in a way that will be disruptive to existing businesses.

Q: What is the Checkoff’s overall goal in switching to a B2B approach?
A: The Pork Board will take on a more expert, consultative approach to provide its supply chain partners with
market insights, such as research focusing on consumer preferences and habits, to help get more pork in front
of consumers to drive sales.

Tagline to Be Retired
In January, the National Pork Board voted to sunset the Pork Be Inspired® marketing
campaign. The Pork Checkoff introduced the tagline in 2011 to focus on the “creative
cook.”
The familiar pork pic will continue to be used, but the tagline will be removed gradually, working with state
pork associations, production companies and others.
CALIFORNIA PORK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
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Meet the 2018 Pig Farmers of Tomorrow
Part of continuous improvement in the pork industry means
recognizing, inspiring and connecting with the next generation of
American pig farmers. The Pork Checkoff’s Pig Farmers of Tomorrow
program honors future farm leaders, ages 18 to 29, who intend to
make pig farming their life’s work and who are committed to the U.S.
pork industry and to raising pigs using the We CareSM ethical
principles.
“One of the National Pork Board’s primary responsibilities is to train
and motivate future pork industry leaders,” said National Pork Board
President Terry O’Neel, a pig farmer from Friend, Nebraska. “The
award is designed to recognize and inspire youth who are investing
their time and energy into responsible pig farming.”
The Pork Checkoff is proud to introduce the 2018 Pig Farmers of
Tomorrow, including: Emma Lasco, territory manager for Smithfield
Foods Midwest Hog Production, Roland, Iowa; Adam Krause, K&K Farms, Clear Lake, South Dakota; and
Christine Snowden, assistant sow farm manager for AMVC Management Services in Audubon, Iowa.
Why is it so important for producers to speak up for the pork industry?
Adam Krause
Consumers don’t necessarily realize that some of the false information they receive
about the food they eat comes from people who are not involved in the ag industry. As
farmers, it’s our duty to respectfully share with consumers that we do things because
it is in our best interest to provide the best care for the animals that help us make a
living.

Emma Lasco
It’s important for people in the industry to speak up so that our story gets told
correctly. This way we can inform our consumers of all the care, time and passion
that goes into putting safe pork products on a consumer’s plate.
Being named one of the Pig Farmers of Tomorrow gives me such a great opportunity
to express the passion and love I have for this industry.
Christine Snowden
It’s extremely important for those of us in the swine industry to tell our story because
we experience working with the animals firsthand every single day. We know the
detailed care we give to those animals, and we need to share this.
Working in the pork industry is a rewarding career path. Not only do you get to work
with animals every day, but you get a sense of pride from helping to feed the world.
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Key to Expanding U.S. Pork Exports
After a record year for U.S. pork exports in 2017, the Pork Checkoff is redoubling its international marketing
efforts in 2018. Through strategic partnerships, the Checkoff is continuing to focus on increasing pork exports
and delivering greater returns to pork producers.
The National Pork Board’s 2018 budget earmarks $8,697,924 for international marketing – the highest level
ever. The funds are being strategically invested in five key areas to create and implement a comprehensive
international marketing strategy. Each is a fundamental component for continued success.
1. Investment in the U.S. Meat Export Federation
(USMEF) Increased
The Pork Checkoff works with the USMEF to research and
develop new markets and expand the existing customer base
for U.S. pork. The 2018 budget allocates $6.45 million for the
USMEF to bolster its efforts to promote U.S. pork products
overseas in three categories: Established markets, emerging
markets and minor markets.
The USMEF budget allows for specific allocations in certain
target countries. For example, this includes $1.8 million to be
invested in marketing programs in the established Japanese
market and $613,000 in the rapidly growing Mexican market.
2. Partnership with APEX Maintained
In 2018, $1.6 million will be invested in the American Pork Export Trading Company (APEX) to gather critical
in-country intelligence and conduct analyses that generate valuable insights concerning foreign market barriers
and unfair trade practices that may undermine the ability to export U.S. pork. Key insights are used by the
Checkoff and its strategic partners to better target international marketing efforts.
3. International Marketing Committee Restructured
To meet the Checkoff’s international marketing goals, the National Pork Board recently renamed and
restructured its International Marketing Committee, formerly known as the Trade Committee. In 2018, nearly
$300,000 of Checkoff funds will be invested in strategic committee work in-country.
This action reflects a need to consolidate the committee to focus more intently on international marketing
strategy and to vigorously engage pork’s export markets and partners. The restructured committee, reduced
from 27 to 11 voting members, will facilitate quicker decision-making and allow members to gain more indepth knowledge of international marketing.
4. U.S. Pork Highlighted at World Meat Congress
This spring in Dallas, $248,000 of Checkoff funds will help sponsor the 22nd Annual World Meat Congress.
The bi-annual conference, held in a major meat-producing country, brings together 1,000 of the world’s meat
industry thought leaders.
The conference provides a historic opportunity to gather critical insights and showcase the superiority of U.S.
pork production to key international customers.
5. Research Investments to Defend Markets
An additional $100,000 has been allocated for a reserve fund that will be used to address emerging scientific or
technical issues that threaten U.S. pork exports and may require immediate research. The funds will allow the
Checkoff to rapidly address any threats to export markets and to respond swiftly.
There is no doubt that 2018 – and beyond – will be defined by our industry’s ability to market
U.S. pork abroad. This year’s increased Checkoff investment will help capitalize on export
opportunities that 2018 will bring and continue to set the stage for even greater success.
CALIFORNIA PORK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
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Pork Variety Meat Exports Set Record: 2017 Sales Top $1
Billion
More often than not, winning strategies have a secret weapon. For U.S. pork exports in
2017, that secret weapon was pork variety meats. The United States exported a recordtying 82 percent of all edible variety meat production last year, surpassing $1 billion in
value for the first time.
“The Checkoff has made it a priority, working with its strategic partners, to aggressively
promote pork variety meats around the globe,” said Craig Morris, vice president of
international marketing for the Pork Checkoff. “This strategy is increasingly paying off
and providing a strong return on Checkoff funds invested in this critical program area.”
Pork variety meats include pork livers, hearts, kidneys, stomachs, bones, ears and
tongues. Together, China and Mexico accounted for 86 percent of U.S. pork variety meat
sales in 2017. Other countries that import U.S. pork variety meats include Peru, Japan,
South Korea, Taiwan and the Philippines.
In 2017, total edible pork variety meat exports added $9.67 in value to every hog marketed, according to the
U.S. Meat Export Federation.
“With record pork production, any and all additional value that can boost the bottom line for pork producers is
a good thing,” Morris said. “And given that we aren’t major consumers of variety meats here at home, exports
of these products are especially critical.”
Pork Checkoff Research Leads to New Variety Meat Uses
Finding both innovative uses for pork variety meats and new ways to save more variety meats for human
consumption are ongoing goals for the Checkoff. Successes from Checkoff-funded research include developing
a technique that allows jowl meat to be processed into a low-cost product
similar to bacon and discovering how a mixture of liver, kidney and heart can
be ground and processed into a loaf and sliced.
“Continuing to develop new ways to use pork variety meats will help increase
overall pork exports in 2018 and beyond,” Morris said. “Clearly the National
Pork Board’s 9 percent increase in its international marketing budget this
year is doubling down on strategies that have been working so well for U.S.
pork producers.”
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Is Your Farm Ready?
Farm to fork takes on a bigger scope when you consider that 26.4 percent of U.S. pork production is now
exported. Growing and protecting that global market share means being prepared for a possible foreign animal
disease (FAD) outbreak, says Patrick Webb, a veterinarian and director of swine health programs for the Pork
Checkoff. “If a FAD occurs, we want to be ready as an industry as well as on every pig farm,” Webb said.
“Whether it is foot-and-mouth disease (FMD), African swine fever or another FAD, we want to get back to
business as quickly as possible.”
To facilitate that, USDA and the National Pork Board provided funding to Iowa State’s Center for Food Security
and Public Health to develop the Secure Pork Supply Plan as part of USDA’s Secure Food Supply framework.
Its goal is to provide a workable business continuity plan for farms. When implemented, the plan will facilitate
the safe movement of pigs to harvest or to other farms if they show no evidence of a FAD infection in a disease
control area.

SecurePork.org Updated
Producers can find out more about the Secure Pork Supply plan and steps they can take now to dovetail with it
when implemented at SecurePork.org. Webb also recommends that producers go through the Pork Checkoff’s
FAD checklist.
“Review the checklist to ensure that your farm is ready,” Webb said. “While we hope that a FAD does not occur
in the United States, it’s better to be prepared.” Cindy Cunningham, assistant vice president of communications
for the Pork Checkoff, noted that the Checkoff conducted five table-top FMD drills in 2017 as part of its
ongoing preparedness activities. Miniature farms, towns and other features help participants simulate what
would happen in the event of FMD. “The drills give real-life experience to producers and attendees who would
respond,” Cunningham said. “It’s eye-opening for participants to see how quickly the impact of FMD would
spread.”
The Pork Checkoff also continues its collaboration with the FMD cross-species team, which includes pork, beef,
dairy and sheep groups.
“With all of these species impacted by FMD, we’ve developed a coordinated plan and response,” Cunningham
said. “Our key message would be that FMD is not a public health issue and that meat and milk remain safe.”
For more information, go to SecurePork.org.

Have You Registered for Your Premises Identification Number?
Protecting American animal agriculture by safeguarding animal health is vital to the wellbeing of all U. S.
citizens. It promotes human health; provides wholesome, reliable, and secure food resources; mitigates
national economic threats; and enhances a sustainable environment. Essential to achieving this goal is an
efficient and effective animal identification program.
The National Premises Identification Number provides a unique number across the entire United States for
locations involved in animal agriculture and links that location to the entity that participates in animal
production and/or commerce.
Requests for premises identification numbers received by the California Department of Food and Agriculture
shall be maintained in confidence to the extent authorized by law.
An accountholder e-mail is required to request a premises identification number. Call 866-325-5681 if you
don't have an e-mail address.
To register your premise go to - http://www.californiaid.org/
All Pork Spectacular Exhibitors are required to have a Premise ID.
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Make Safety a Priority
Pigs are unpredictable. Barn conditions can change without notice, and farm workers can be distracted. All of
these are why making safety a priority on your farm is so important. Having safety practices in place and
knowing what to do at the right time can help pork producers avoid injury and minimize the impact in the
event of an on-farm incident.
“Today is always a good time to review your safety protocols and update your procedures to ensure a safe
working environment for you and the pigs,” said Karen Hoare, producer learning and development director for
the Pork Checkoff. “A focus on safety needs to be a constant backdrop on pig farms, with the goal of always
raising the bar on creating a safer overall industry.”
The incidence of non-fatal injuries and illness in hog production is eight out of 100 workers annually, according
to 2015 data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics.
“It’s inevitable that injuries will happen,” Hoare said. “But we can decrease the incidence and impact of injury
and illness with safety training and resources.”
Hoare added that numerous Pork Checkoff safety resources are available to producers at pork.org.
“The practical resources are a direct result of Checkoff-funded research and lessons learned and shared by
America’s pig farmers for years,” she said. “With the ongoing spotlight on safety it is is no coincidence that
safety is one of the industry’s six We Care ethical principles: Provide a work environment that is safe and
consistent with the other ethical principles.”
This newsletter focuses on key safety tips for your farm. For more detailed information about developing a
safety program for your farm and to download safety materials, go to pork.org.
Here is a quick safety checklist to get you started reviewing and updating your resources.
Provide and post an emergency action plan.


Make first-aid kits available.



Provide proper personal protective equipment and make sure it is available and worn, when
appropriate, by employees.



Check facilities for any condition that may cause slips, trips and falls.



Keep a proper sharps disposal system.



Keep all electrical panels and other fixtures free of dust, cobwebs and other debris.



Maintain the ventilation systems within the confinement building.



Provide increased ventilation when aerating the manure pit.



Use correct handling tools when moving and sorting pigs.



Mount the fire extinguishers in an obvious place that is always reachable.



Develop a checklist specific to your operation and conduct monthly safety audits.



Conduct monthly employee safety meetings.

For the full safety audit checklist, go to pork.org.

Thank you for your continued support for CPPA & your California Pork Industry!
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